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Abstract: Visual-based human interactive behavior recognition is a challenging research topic
in computer vision. There exist some important problems in the current interaction recognition
algorithms, such as very complex feature representation and inaccurate feature extraction induced
by wrong human body segmentation. In order to solve these problems, a novel human interaction
recognition method based on multiple stage probability fusion is proposed in this paper. According
to the human body’s contact in interaction as a cut-off point, the process of the interaction can be
divided into three stages: start stage, execution stage and end stage. Two persons’ motions are
respectively extracted and recognizes in the start stage and the finish stage when there is no contact
between those persons. The two persons’ motion is extracted as a whole and recognized in the
execution stage. In the recognition process, the final recognition results are obtained by the weighted
fusing these probabilities in different stages. The proposed method not only simplifies the extraction
and representation of features, but also avoids the wrong feature extraction caused by occlusion.
Experiment results on the UT-interaction dataset demonstrated that the proposed method results in
a better performance than other recent interaction recognition methods.
Keywords: human interaction recognition; piecewise fusion; weighted fusing; Hidden Markov Model
1. Introduction
Human interaction recognition and understanding is an important research topic in the computer
vision community [1,2]. This research direction has received considerable attention in recent years
due to the increasing number of potential applications, such as visual surveillance, human–computer
interaction, video indexing and retrieval, smart homes/offices, healthcare rooms, physical sciences,
health-related issues, natural sciences and industrial academic areas [3–6], etc.
The human interaction recognition requires an understanding of spatio–temporal relationships
between different objects, in additional to individual variability, cluttered background, viewpoint
changes, and other environment induced conditions [7]. So it remains challenging to recognize human
interaction from complex scenes. Recent research on interaction recognition can be characterized by
two classes of methods.
(1) Interaction is recognized as a general action. This kind of method usually represents the
interaction as an integral descriptor including all the people involved in the interaction. Then a
traditional classier is utilized to classify interactions. Yu et al. obtained a powerful discriminative
codebook by introducing semantic texton forests (STFs) to local space–time volumes. Then the
hierarchical k-means algorithm with pyramid match kernel is applied to achieve robust structural
matching and interaction recognition [8]. The feature extraction of this method is relatively
simple, however, the matching method is relatively complicated. Burghouts et al. improved the
spatio–temporal representation by introducing a spatio–temporal layout of actions and obtained
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successful human interaction recognition [9]. Peng et al. utilized multi-scale dense trajectories with
a four advanced feature (DT (Dense Trajectory) shape, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG),
Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF), Motion Boundary Histograms(MBH)) encoding method to achieve
human interaction recognition [10]. Li et al. proposed a hybrid framework which incorporates both
a global feature (Motion Context) and a local feature (spatio–temporal interest point (STIP)) to
recognize human interactions. The method achieves promising results by respectively using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA)-based random forest and calculating the S–T correlation score as the recognition
method [11]. As Kinect was introduced by Microsoft, both RGB images and depth images of the
scene can be simultaneously captured. Some researchers have studied the RGBD-based human
interaction recognition method. Ni et al. combined color and depth information to develop two
feature representations, i.e., spatio–temporal interest points (STIPs) and motion history images (MHIs).
The proposed multi-modality fusion method was tested and demonstrated superior performance on a
home-monitoring oriented human interaction recognition dataset [12]. Yun et al. designed a variety of
related distance features (such as joint distance, joint movement, plane features, normal plane features,
velocity features and normal velocity features) to carry out a two-person interaction recognition [13].
This method can achieve real-time human interaction detection, but the performance of the method
depends on the accurate extraction of the joint point.
This kind of method treats people as an entity and so does not need to segment the individual
as a feature in the interaction, which makes the processing method relatively simple. However, this
kind of method does not accurately represent the intrinsic properties of the interaction, and therefore,
a better performance requires comprehensive motion features and a matching method.
(2) Interaction recognition using motion co-occurrence. This kind of method proposes that the
interaction is composed of a set of temporal-ordered elementary actions performed by the different
persons involved in the interaction [14,15]. Kong et al. proposed interactive phrases to describe the
motion relationships between two people in the interaction. Then, a discriminative model is proposed
to encode interactive phrases based on the latent Support Vector Machine (SVM) formulation [16].
The interactive phrases consider more detail in the interaction, so the recognition accuracy is greatly
improved, but it does require that all possible rules are predefined. SLIMANI et al. proposed
a co-occurrence of a visual words method for human interaction recognition [17]. The method
represents the interaction between persons by calculating the number of times that visual words
occur simultaneously for each person involved in the interaction. While the implementation of this
method is simple, the co-occurrence relationships are not expressive enough to effectively deal with
interactions that contain large variations [18,19]. In general, this kind of method can achieve more
accurate and robust results by exploiting rich contexture information in human interactions. However,
the recognition results always depend on the accurate feature segmentation of the individual and the
stability of the individual behavior model.
Based on the above analysis, most of the current interactive behavior recognition methods always
address the interaction as a whole to extract features, or separate the interactive behavior into two
independent objects to extract features. Obviously, these two kinds of methods cannot reasonably
represent the dynamic development process of interactive behavior. A new framework of interactive
behavior recognition is therefore proposed by combining those two methods in this paper, as shown in
Figure 1. The proposed framework includes the following modules:
(1) Video segmentation in time domain. Interactive behavior is divided into three stages, i.e., start
stage, middle stage and end stage in accordance with the distance between two persons.
(2) Region of interest extraction. The interaction areas are divided into two independent regions at
the start and end stages, when the distance between two persons is extensive. The interaction
area is extracted as a whole in the middle stage, when the distance between two persons is smaller
and the participants are close to each other or in contact.
(3) Feature extraction. The HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) descriptor is used to represent
the region of interest (ROI) of each frame. The HOG descriptors are separately extracted in two
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ROIs at the start and end stages, and the HOG descriptor is extracted in the global ROI in the
middle stage.
(4) Interaction model training. By using HOG features which have been extracted from each
interaction stage. The Hidden Markov model (HMM) is chosen as our action model, because it
captures the dynamics of the human action and has robustness in relation to noise.
(5) Interaction recognition. When the unknown interaction is taking place, the video segmentation
and feature extraction are first performed. Then the probabilities of the test sequence for the
sub-HMMs are computed. At the end, the recognition result is obtained by weighted fusing of
the likelihood probability of these three stages.
Interaction is recognized as a general action method that can fully express global information,
and interaction recognition using motion co-occurrence can accurately describe individual behavior,
so the proposed method of combining those two kinds of methods is more effective for representing
the dynamic process of interactive behavior.
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2. Piecewise Segmentation of Interactive Behavi r
In order to fully characterize the movement relationship between the two sides in the interactive
behavior, and also avoid the effect of occlusion in interaction behavior on single atom action recognition,
the piecewise segmentation method of interactive behaviors is used in this paper. At first, interactive
behavior is divided into three stages, i.e., start stage, middle stage and end stage. Different methods
have been adopted in the segmentation and extraction of the region of interest for each stage.
(1) The start stage of the interactive behavior. In this stage, the distance between the two persons
in the interactive behavior progresses from far to near. The silhouette information of these two persons
can be obtained by frame difference method. According to the boundary information, the regions of
interaction are obtained with less redundant information. The processing of the progress is shown in
Figure 2.
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(2) The mid le stage of the interactive behavior. In this stage, the two persons in the interactive
behavior have physical contact. In order to av id the effect of occlusion in interactive behavior on single
atom action recognition, the region of these two persons’ bodies is o tained as a whole. The silhouette
information of this region can be obtained by frame difference method. The processing of the progress
is shown in Figure 3.
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the distance b tween the two persons in the in eractive behavior moves from near to far. The at m
action of thes two persons still contain useful information about the nteracti e behavior. The same
method as was used in the start stag is applied to et the region of int rest of the two persons in
this stage.
In the above three stages, the f reground areas ar obtained by performing frame difference.
There usually exists some spots of noise and holes inside the moving object, which affects the results of
the egi n of interest. We obtain the ideal region of interest by a se ies of denoising and morphological
op r tors, the process of which is shown in Figure 4. In a mor complex a plication scenario, we can
utilize the Visual background extractor (ViBe) [20] to improve detection accuracy.
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3. The Global Feature Extraction and Representation
In order to realize fast and efficient recognition, it is necessary to extract a small amount of raw
feature data with a simple and discriminative feature representation. The HOG (Histogram of Oriented
Gradient) descriptors was used to represent the ROI of each frame in this paper, since it has been
proved that grid-based HOG descriptors significantly outperform existing feature sets for human
detection in a previous study [21]. The HOG descriptor [22] reflects the edge gradient information
of human motion, does not need a complex edge detection process and is formed by calculating the
gradient histogram in local areas. The process of extraction features is shown in Figure 5.
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The extraction process of the HOG feature requires two steps:
(1) Calculation of the pixels gradient:
T(xi, yi) =
√
Px(xi, yi)
2 + Py(xi, yi)
2 (1)
arctan
Px(xi, yi)
Py(xi, yi)
(2)
T(xi, yi) represents the amplitude of the gradient, and θ represents the direction of the gradient.
Px(xi, yi) = f (x+ 1, y)− f (x− 1, y) and Py(xi, yi) = f (x, y+ 1)− f (x, y− 1) are used to represent
and calculate the horizontal gradient and vertical gradient respectively.
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(2) Count the histogram of gradient:
The pixels gradient distribution is shown as Figure 5b,e. The gradient distribution is then
divided into ns × ns cells. Finally, the gradient over all the pixels within each cell is projected
on m orientations to form a m-dimensions feature vector v. The vector v should be normalized
as Equation (3):
v→ v√
‖v‖22 + ε2
(3)
ε is a small constant.
All the histograms can be concatenated to form an ns × ns × m feature vector. In our experiments,
we also experimented with ns = 4, 6, 8, 10 and m = 9, 12, 15, 18. The results have shown that the feature
reaches the best performance when ns = 4 and m = 12. So the parameters ns = 4 and m = 12 are chosen
for our experiment.
4. Piecewise Fusion Recognition Algorithm
4.1. Recognition Based Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov model (HMM) can be used to model the motion of small changes in time and
space scales, so it is the most widely used method for human action recognition. In order to avoid
the problem that the HMM’s recognition results could be considered poor because of an incomplete
training sample, the proposed method will preserve the probability similarity statistics of the test
image sequences at various stages. The final recognition result is obtained by weighted fusion of the
similar probability of each stage. The calculation process of the probability similarity statistical graph
is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The calculation process of the probability similarity statistics graph with the Hidden Markov
model (HMM) algorithm.
The aim of the HMM recognition algorithm for action recognition is to determine the topological
structure of the graph model and the calculation of the probability similarity and the training problem of
setting the optimal parameters of the model [23]. On the basis of the construction of the HMM topology,
the full connected topology of the continuous HMM is utilized to model the action. The probability of
generating an observation symbol from each state can be computed by the Gaussian probability-density
function as Equation (4):
bi(ot) = b(ui ,∑i)(ot) =
1√
2pd
√|∑i| e−
1
2 (ot−ui) ∑−1i (ot−ui) (4)
where ui, ∑i is respectively the mean and covariance matrix of observations in cluster i; d is the
dimension of observation symbol ot; (ot − ui)T is the transpose of matrix (ot − ui); ∑−1i is the inverse
of matrix ∑i.
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In our method, one interaction sequence is segmented into three stages in time domain. At the
start stage and the end stage, the two persons involved in the interaction are segmented into two
separate objects, so two HMMs are trained to model the objects’ motions in those stages. In the middle
stage, the two persons involved in the interaction are segmented as an integrated object, so only one
HMM is trained to model the object’s motion in this stage. In general, one class of interaction can be
represented by five HMMs.
The essence of the HMMs training problem with the given structure is to maximize the observation
probability by adjusting the model parameter for the observation sequence. The Baum–Welch algorithm
could easily allow us to optimally adapt model parameters to observe the training data [24,25].
However, this is dependent on the choice of initial parameters. If the improper initial parameters are
chosen, it can lead the procedure to the Local minimum so that the best action model cannot be obtained.
Thus, the result of the k-means algorithm is taken as the initial input of the Baum–Welch algorithm.
4.2. Weighted Fusion of Three Stages of Probability Similarity
By using the HMM recognition algorithm, we can obtain the similar probability of the single
atom action in the start stage of the interactive behavior, the similar probability of the whole middle
stage of the interactive behavior, and the similar probability of the single atom action in the end of the
interactive behavior.
The process of the fusion of the three stages of similar probability is divided into the
following stages:
(1) The probability similarity calculation in the start stage of the interactive behavior.
The similar probabilities of the two persons in the start stage of interactive behavior are obtained by
using the HMM recognition algorithm. The similar probability of the start stage of interactive behavior
can be obtained by weighted fusing of those two similar probabilities. As shown in Equation (5):
Pstart = wsl × P(O|λ )sl + wsr × P(O|λ )sr (5)
where Pstart is the final probability similarity of the start stage of the test image sequence; P(O|λ )sl is
the probability similarity of the behavior of the left person in the start stage; P(O|λ )sr is the probability
similarity of the behavior of the right person in the start stage, wsl and wsr are their weights in the
weighted fusion process.
(2) The similarity probability of single atom action in the end stage of the interactive behavior.
The method of weighted fusion in the end stage of the interactive behavior is the same as the method
in the start stage, as shown in Equation (6):
Pend = wel × P(O|λ )el + wer × P(O|λ )er (6)
where Pend is the final probability similarity of the end stage of the test image sequence; weights wel
and wer are obtained by a series of experiments.
(3) The probability similarity of three stages. The final recognition probability of the test image
sequence is obtained by the weighted fusing of the probability similarity of three stages, as shown
in Equation (7):
Pf inal = ws × Pstart + wm × Pmiddle + we × Pend (7)
where Pf inal is the final probability similarity of the test image sequence; Pmiddle is the probability
similarity of the middle stage of the test image sequence; weights ws, wm and we are obtained by
comparing the average recognition rate of the three stages.
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5. Algorithm Verification and Results Analysis
5.1. Algorithm Tested in UT-Interaction Dataset
To test the effectiveness of the proposed method, the UT-Interaction Set 1 benchmark dataset [26]
was chosen, which contains six classes of human interactive behaviors performed by 15 people.
Each class contains 10 video sequences. This dataset included some challenging factors, such as
moving background, cluttered scenes, camera jitters/zooms and different clothes. The experimental
database of this paper is composed of all samples of five actions, which were the shake-hand, the hug,
the kick, the punch and the push. (The action ‘point’ was performed by only one person, and therefore
not included in the database of this experiment). The actions in the database are shown in Figure 7.
The leave-one-out cross validation method was adopted throughout the process. This involved
taking out one action from each action class as test samples, in turns, and then the rest of all the actions
as a training set were applied to train HMMs parameters. The circulation continued until all of the
actions had completed testing.
The recognition rate was calculated by computing the average of all the circulations.
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(1) H in the start stage of interactive behavior:
When the ROI is on the left side, the test results of the HMMs’ hidden node is shown in Figure 8a.
The average recognition rate of the left side of human behavior in the start stage of interactive behavior
has reached the highest value when the number of hidden nodes is set to 5. When the ROI is on the
right side, the test result of the HMMs’ hidden node is shown in Figure 8b. The average recognition
rate of the right side human behavior in the start stage of interactive behavior has reached the highest
value when the number of hidden nodes is set to 3, 5 and 10. As there is a mutual relationship between
the two sides of the interactive behavior, the hidden state of the left side of the human atom behavior
in the start stage of the interactive behavior should be corresponding to the hidden state of the right
side of human atom behavior, so the hidden node number of the HMM of the right side of human
atom behavior should be consistent with the left side. The hidden node number of the HMM of the
right side human atom behavior is set to 5 in the final test system.
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Figure 9. (a) The relationship between the number of hidden nodes of the HM and the average
recognition rate, (b) the confusion matrix of the optimal results in the middle stage HMM in the end
stage of interactive behavior.
The information of the interactive b havior n this stage is always less than e other stages, as is
the case with the number of hidden state of the HMM in this stage. The t st result of the HM ’s
hid en ode number of the left side of the interaction in the e d stage is shown a Figure 10a. The test
result of h HMM’s hidden node number of the right side of t e int rac ion in the end stage is shown
as Figure 10b. As the end stage co tains less information, the number of hidden states is les than
other st ges, which is what was predicted in this paper. Combined with the test resul s in Figure 10b,
the hidden nod number of the HMM of the left and rig t side human a om behavior is set to 2 in the
final est system.
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At the start stage of interactive behavior, the characteristics of the action are often not obvious,
and some actions at the start stage are very similar, so the recognition result of the single atom action
at the start stage is not good. However, the performance of recognition has been greatly improved by
weighted fusing. Experimental results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Recognition results of single atom behavior and weighted fusion recognition results of start stage.
Action Type Hand Shake Hug Kick Punch Push Avr/%
Left 80 40 50 50 50 54
Right 90 90 60 60 70 74
Final 90 90 70 70 70 78
(2) At the end stage of the interaction, the regions of the left and right sides of the moving
target are extracted respectively, and the regions of interest are described by using HOG descriptors.
The probability similarity of them are obtained by using a HMM which contains two hidden nodes.
The final recognition results are obtained by weighted fusion of their similar probabilities. As was the
case with the start stage, the recognition results of the single atom behavior are not good, but after the
weighted fusion, the performance of recognition has been greatly improved. Experimental results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Recognition results of single atom behavior and weighted fusion recognition results of end stage.
Action Type Hand Shake Hug Kick Punch Push Avr/%
Left 100 80 40 50 70 68
Right 70 70 90 50 80 72
Final 90 70 90 70 80 80
The optimal weights are obtained by a large number of experiments, as shown in Figure 12a,
the optimal weights of weighted fusion are 17% and 83% respectively. The final confusion matrix of
the recognition results after the weighted fusion of the start stage is shown in Figure 12b.
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Figure 12. (a) Weighted fusion optimal parameters test, (b) confusion matrix of recognition result after
weighted fusion of the start stage (Average recognition rate: 80%).
(3) Weighted fusion of similar probabilities of the three stages. According to the weighted
fusion process of the start stage and the end stage, it can be found that the average recognition rate is
related to the optimal weights in the weighted fusion of the different stages of the interaction behavior.
In the process of weighted fusion, the weights are set according to the recognition results of the
different stages in this paper. The weight of the similar probability at the start stage is 20% (the average
recognition rate of this stage is 78%). The weight of the similar probability of the middle stage is 48%
(the average recognition rate of this stage is 92%). The weight of the similar probability of the middle
stage is 32% (the average recognition rate of this stage is 80%).
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Experimental results are shown in Table 3. The recognition rate of the actions ‘handshake’ and
‘hug’ obtained by using weighted fusion method reached 100%. The recognition rate of the actions
‘kick’ ‘punch’ and ‘push’ obtained by using weighted fusion method reached 90%. The recognition
result obtained by using the weighted fusion method is better than the recognition results of all stages.
The confusion matrix is shown in Figure 13.
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The method proposed in this paper accurately recognizes most of the interactive behavior, with the
av rage ecognition rate obtained by using thi method being 94%, a d in particular, the e ognition
rate of the actions of ‘ and shake’ and ‘hug’, which reached 100%. Th ough the observati n of the
confusion matrix and database sample, the observ tion angle of view leads to the high similarity
between action ‘kick’, ‘push’ and ‘boxing’, and provides a reference for furth r improvement of
the method.
5.1.3. The Comparison of the Performance
The comparisons of performance between the proposed method and related recent works based
on the UT-Interaction dataset are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison with related work in recent years.
Year et o Acc/%
Our approach 2017 Stage odel + OG + 94
t l. [ ] 2014 global te plate + l cal 3 feat re + iscri i ti l 85
20 1 Bipartite graph + se lets 79.17
l l. 20 1 t bes + ti -t l l ti s i s ra o el 78.9
Liang et al. [29] 2016 Spatio-te poral features_context 92.3
Obviously, our approach has achieved the best recognition result. Compared with other
recognition methods, the advantage of the proposed method in this paper is that the feature extraction
is very simple with a quick process speed.
5.2. lgorith Tested in SBU-Interaction Dataset
The SB -interacti t o- rs i t r ti ti i t t is se to test our proposed
etho . li t f t e icros ft i ect se s r to create a
t o-perso interacti actio ith depth of image, color images and frame images. The dataset
includes eight types of interaction actions (approaching, departing, kicking, punc i , s i ,
hugging, shaki g hands, excha i ). t f se e l are involve in action-takin in the
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same laboratory environment. Each action is performed by different people, and the entire dataset has
280 sets of interactive actions [13]. The examples of the dataset are shown in Figure 14.
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5.2.1. Experimental Results and Analysis
Taking into account the large number of videos in the dataset, we randomly selected a certain
amount of test data from the dataset, and selected the other data as training data. Two experiments
were tested in this dataset:
(1) Interaction recognition by weighted fusion of probability of the RGB and depth videos: In this
experiment, piecewise segmentation of the interactive behavior was not performed. The HOG features
were extracted in RGB and depth image respectively. The parameters in feature extraction were chosen
to be the same as in the above experiment. Only two HMMs were trained to model one human
interaction with features extracted in RGB video and features extracted in depth video. The final
recognition result of human interaction was obtained by weighted fusion of the probabilities of the
two datasets. The weighted parameters of RGB video and depth video probability were 40% and 60%.
The results are shown in Table 4.
(2) Interaction recognition by weighted fusion of probability of the RGB and depth videos and
three stages: In this experiment, piecewise segmentation of interactive behavior was performed.
The HOG features were extracted in RGB and depth image respectively. The parameters in feature
extraction and weight parameters were chosen to be the same as in the above experiment. Ten HMMs
were trained to model one human interaction with features extracted in RGB video and features
extracted in depth video and three stages. The final recognition result of human interaction was
obtained by weighted fusion of the probabilities of all probabilities. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Recognition results comparison of above two experiments.
Methods With ce Fusion ith Piece Fusion
RGB image 74.86 80.00%
Depth image 86. 7%
Weighted fusion 85.88% 91.70%
s ca be see fro able 4, t e recog itio acc racy of t e eig te f sio of t o-so rce
infor ation is uch better than that of single-source information. Furthermore, compared with
the results without piece fusion, using piece fusion can greatly improve the accuracy of t o- erson
interactive action recognition.
co parison of recognition rates between the pro osed method an the recent m thods based
on SBU-interaction two-pers n interactiv on dataset is shown in Table 5. It can be see that the
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skeleton structure model for the two-person interactive action recognition is used by the authors
of [13,30]. Obviously the recognition rate of the proposed method in this paper is superior to that of the
results in study [8,15] The proposed method does not need human skeleton information. The features
are directly extracted from the depth images. The extraction method is simple and easy to implement.
Table 5. Comparison with related work in recent years.
Comparative Literature Features and Recognition Methods Recognition Rate (%)
Yun et al. [13] Joint distance + SVMJoint distance + MILBoost
87.6%
91.1%
Yanli Ji et al. [30] BOWCFDM
82.5%
89.4%
Our paper method HOG(RGB) + HOG(depth) without piece weighted fusionHOG(RGB) + HOG(depth) + piece weighted fusion
85.9%
91.7%
6. Conclusions
A novel interactive behavior recognition method based on multiple stage probability fusion is
proposed in this paper. In order to preserve the action characteristics of the interaction, and reduce
the redundant background information of the complex environment, the regions of the two persons
are segmented and extracted respectively at the start stage and the end stage of interactive behavior.
In order to avoid the segmentation error caused by human occlusion, the region of these two people
is segmented and extracted as a whole at the middle stage of interactive behavior. The probability
similarity of each stage is obtained by using HMMs, and the final recognition result is obtained by
weighted fusion of those similar probabilities. A large number of experiments on the UT-interaction
database and the SBU-interaction dataset demonstrated that the method is simple and has better
recognition ability of the interaction behavior.
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